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About the Company
The Client is a General and Life Insurance Company that is a joint 
venture between a leading business group with interests in the 
telecom, manufacturing and financial sector and a worldwide leader in 
insurance. The company o�ers general insurance products to retail 
and commercial clients. The company started its operations in India 
from August 2008. Currently, it has 104 branches around the country. 

In August 2020, another leading private general insurer acquired the 
company in a share swap deal.

Background/ Scenario
The client currently uses a CRM to capture the sales achievements 
once policy is logged by the insurance agents. There are 2 types of 
data in this, namely, Insurance Login data and Issuance data. The 
incentive programs use rule engines that combine both factors since 
they are critical stages in a sales lifecycle.

These rule engines or  simply put, complex calculations were done 
over spreadsheets by a dedicated 4 member team to calculate 
remunerations and further, performance rewards. Additionally, there is 
a chain of command with teams across Product (insurance), Design & 
Data to handle all these responsibilities with lots of redundancies. 
Essentially, the overall infrastructure to handle the incentives is 
massive with communication challenges and lapses which leads to a 
huge number of support issues. To handle these, they have a 
dedicated support team deployed across various hierarchy levels to 
handle issues on mail and over Whatsapp

 The client needed a performance rewarding platform that automates 
the complex performance calculations, rewards and redemption. The 
performance calculations in the platform needed to take into account 
calculation using complex equations with multiple parameters - raw 
and derived.

The agents are also o�ered an L&D app that gives e�ective tips in 
objection handling and complete details of the various products they 
have.

Problem Statement
The client aimed at addressing 2 broad problem statements:

Influencing behaviour change to aid performance improvement

The client faces a significant challenge of engaging a workforce who 
are non-employees. The company has negligible touchpoints during 
the sales cycles of their insurance advisers because they are o�-roll 
agents. They needed a solution that would help them influence and 
reinforce behaviours across the sales lifecycle. This reinforcement 
needed to be achieved using nudges for micro-achievement, that shall 
help their advisors close in on a sale e�iciently. 

Complex performance programs

The client comes from an industry segment that requires complex 
rules engines to define their sales performance programs. This 
complexity comes from the fact the industry has minimum product 
di�erentiation and di�erentiation is achieved through innovation in 
sales commissions that fit business priorities. Thus the solution also 
had to have the capability of building these performance programs 
with complex rule engines.
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54000+
(Mix of advisors and direct sales)

Total Workforce Composition of the Sales Workforce

Group 1 : Insurance advisors, DSTs 
Group 2 : Location Heads, Branch managers

Requirements

Key Challenges

User characteristics

Group 1: Insurance advisors, DSTs

Insurance advisors or Life advisors of the client are central to the 
entire selling process. They are currently not permanent employees 
of the client, a factor that would be critical for:

Engagement of agents 
Insurance companies find it extremely di�icult to control or manage 
their agents. Agents are typically not open to sharing the details of a 
client until the deal is closed, as they are concerned that the lead 
information may be misutilised. This lack of transparency restricts the 
company to track progress and improve results of their agents better 
& improve their results.

Unpredictable number of inactive advisers at any given time
Since the advisors are not salaried, they are  not always active. As a 
norm, advisors are not constantly active until they start closing 4 to 5 
policies periodically, with constantly improving trends. Thus, the 
advisors are connected with the company only at remuneration thus 
showing the advisor the kind of money they can make is key for the 
performance rewards to be e�ective.

Tied to only one insurance company
Despite all the unpredictability associated with engaging an advisor, 
the advisers are tied to only one insurance company as mandated by 
IRDA.

Group 2: Location Heads, Branch managers

The primary functions of Location Heads and Branch managers is to 
recruit, train and help the advisors achieve targets. Their sales targets 
are cumulative targets of the insurance agents mapped to them. This 
group are full time employees of the insurance company.

While the final objective of a performance rewarding system is to improve the overall topline revenue that the insurance advisors bring in, this can seldom 
be achieved with a blanket strategy. It critically includes engaging the advisors at various levels of converting the customer and influencing their 
behaviours that lead to advisors logging in a policy. Infact, even the managers' sales incentives are mapped to the recruitment as well with special 
conditions on joining, etc.

Cascading the right information about performance rewards Increase the touchpoints of Insurance adviser with the company

The other agenda of having a performance application is to improve the 
frequency and quality of touchpoints the agent has with the company. The 
platform could help them with the following:

Update intermediary information about their sales pipeline and be rewarded 
for it (No of sales meeting, open discussions, etc). Various stages of the 
sales cycle can be brought in under the Rewards system to ensure high 
e�iciency at each stage of the cycle.

A single place for advisers to come to see the information even and not rely 
on info they receive from other places - especially manual reports.

Help advisers set goals and commit to a goal to go about their sales process 
in order to have better visibility on e�ort vs realisation.

Earn incentives based on multiple and complex criteria such as below and 
still be fully aware of each.
Selling of Specific products based on the product weightage
Selling of Increased catchment products (top of the funnel) 
Behaviour influencing factors - for overall funnel enhancements
 Streak bonuses, based on type of clientele acquired
 Ease of renewals and adherence to standing instructions 
 Reduced error rates in order to cut Logins to Issuance drop

Contest rewards and commissions are strong pulling mechanisms for 
the advisors since the monetary earnings are a key driving factor for 
the advisor. A performance reward program needs to o�er the 
following:

The information on ‘how they can make money’ needs to be freely 
available and even constantly made aware to them. Typically advisers 
go to the ABM to find out if they are eligible for a contest, but a 
performance reward system needs to get them a real time update on 
their contest wins. Currently, Insurance agents have no clue what they 
are entitled to and what they have got.

Domain specific knowledge is massive in this segment and is complex 
- rewarding and contests can become e�icient tools to drive the 
critical product knowledge.

Sales of business critical products can be driven using performance 
reward programs.
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Incentive structure
Key Goals & Behaviours

Group 1: Insurance advisors
 Performance based goals:
     No of Policy logins
     No. Of issuance
     Collected premiums
 Behavioural goals
     Persistency: Policy renewals
     Sales of key focus products
     Policies logging with Standing Instructions

Group 2: Location Heads, Branch managers
 Performance based goals:
     Average collections per advisor
     Overall Persistency of advisors
     Branch activations
     Number of advisors reaching the goal
 Behavioural goals
     Retention of workforce 
     Optimising the direct cost of hiring and training
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Behavioural Games:

Type of
behavioral
game
Winning
streak

Error
check

SI
debit

Description

HNI product

Enrolled policies
issued without error 

Policies issued with
standing instructions
for premium payments

Incentive
Slabs

Single

Single

Single

Sales

>=3

100%

90%

Incentives
Points

1000

5000

2500

Group 1: Insurance advisors
Performance Games:

Rewarding Logic
The overall ‘key goals and behaviours’ is divided into smaller milestones. The individual target for the month is broken into weeks and are then broken into 
progressive milestones and incentives. Here is an example:

Incentive
Slabs

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Incentives
Points

1000

2500

5000

10000 to
100000 points
depending on
slab

Enrollments

30K in premium
collections within
the first 3 days of
the month

1Lac in premium
collections typically
by 15th of the month

1-5Lacs

Slabs of 5-10L
10L-20L and 20L
and above

Notes

Typically a low
value to get
things started

Average
performance

Significant
Achievements
& Significant
Payouts

Exceptional
performers &
Exceptional
Payouts

Group 2: Location Heads, Branch managers

Percentage of business
target achieved

80-90

90-100

100-120

>120%

Incentive
Slabs

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Incentives amount

1% of premium
collections 

3.5% of premium
collections

5% of premium
collections

7% of premium
collections

Special validation and gate criteria for all policy programs:

A.  Persistency value as a qualification gate for all incentive payments
B. Consideration of variable credit depending on product line and product

The above program construct is useful to push the advisors towards certain favorable business behaviours. The position based incentives combined with a 
minimum criteria ensures that the advisors do not stop at the minimum criteria but continue selling . This program construct is based on a fixed budget as the 
maximum possible incentive payouts are fixed.

Targeted programs based on target segments or products. Example: Sales of Health insurance products to certain age groups earn greater incentives than 
selling the same product other age groups
  
There are 3 additional [undisclosed] programs based on game-mechanics and productivity enhancements. The overall construct was launched in Aug 2020 
(mid-month) and the data populated is in June 2020 (First week).
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Solution
Group 1: Insurance advisors

Xoxoday compass o�ers a performance rewards mobile app that 
allows advisors to engage, monitor their performance 
achievements and redeem their reward earnings. The following 
are the features o�ered:

Results
Digitizing and gamifying incentives has brought sales e�iciencies, cost-optimization, increased motivation and healthy competition among all levels of 
employees. It additionally has made the CRM even more powerful by self-motivating employees to enter data and hence optimizing sales-cycle.

• 30+ preconfigured performance reward programs that is prebuilt
   with complex game logics

• Visual milestones that track progress of the agents towards
   achieving each incentive slab.

• Detailed milestone based information that guides the agents
   through every reward program.

• Live Updates of achievements & earnings.

• Leaderboards to compare their achievements with their peers
   - at various regional levels

• Daily Nudges on ending reward programs and nearing
   milestones easily achievable

• Important pop-up notifications on rewards achieved and
    new programs

• Instant redemption and earning transfers of reward points

• Widgets to watch earning trends and product sale trends

Group 2: Location Heads, Branch managers

Xoxoday compass o�ers a performance rewards mobile app and a 
performance monitoring web interface that allows managers to monitor 
their team’s performance achievements, achieve manager-level program 
and redeem their reward earnings. The following are the features o�ered:

•  10+ preconfigured manager performance reward programs that is prebuilt 
   with complex game logics

• Real-time insights of the team and their individual achievements

• Groups for collaboration and communication to their team members

• Widgets - Team Leaderboard, Inter-Team Leaderboard, Product Sale trend

Group 3: For the Central Administration Team On Web & Mobile App

Xoxoday compass o�ers a performance rewards setup and monitoring 
web interface that allows the central administration team to set up 
performance programs end-to-end and view their performance 
achievements.The following are the features o�ered:

•  Interface for incentive setup to finely define rewarding
   schema and logics using various campaign filters

•  Digitized Incentive workflows and aligned it with Goals & Behaviors

•  Program Dashboard and impact widgets

•  Intelligent banners for announcements

•  Investment to Goals & Behaviors impact

•  Customize the Performance Dashboard with Widgets



The previous error rate on incentives was 8 on 100 cases. The error 
rate was in the range of 5-35%. Additionally, the payments had to be 
processed all at once (in a month) without gift voucher 
non-redemption benefits. The error rate is close to 0% and the 
overall company saves ~6.5% on total payments.

The compass app influenced agent activity rate by 200% and 
agent referral rate by 250%. The compass app was opened on an 
average 42 times/month by a user. Nudges triggered the app 
usage for 28 times/month. More active agents means more 
business outcomes.

Compass

Savings14

Digitising and gamifying incentives has bought sales e�iciencies, cost-optimization, increased motivation and healthy competition among all levels of 
Sales ecosystem. It additionally has made the DMS even more powerful by self-motivating employees to enter data and hence optimising sales-cycle. 

Impact Matrix

Whatsapp & Emails Auto-nudges
in mobile app

Users tend to forget incentive programs after being launched. 
Within 6 months of product launch - 28% more users have earned 
incentives. More users for incentive payout means more sales.

A Total e�ort of approx 850 hours (7 resources) and 10000+ hours 
(by sales people) was previously deployed in the processing of 
incentives every month. The e�ort is now trimmed by almost 
~90%.

Previously Now

Sales champion
race

~1800 active agents
/campaign

~3550 active agents
/campaign

Previously Now

Communication1

Processing e�orts13

Agent Activity12

Manual Spreadsheets
calculations

Real-time automated
Calculations

Previously Now

NA ~6.5%

Previously Now


